Timing recovery and symbolrate

DVBS-2 demod _gui quick Start guide
THIS DOCUMENT IS JUST TO GET A QUICK START WITH A REGULAR RTLSDR 2832U/ Rafael Micro
RT820T2 TUNER OR OTHER DEVICE FOR THE SOFTWARE SDRPLAY > LIMESDR > HACKRF.etc...

What can the software decode and do not for the version 2.0. 10.
It can decode in real time the datv qpsk dvbs-2 in H.264 and H.264 codec
It can also decode regular sd dbvs (1) in the qpsk mode
It can not decode 8 PSK for the moment.
The video is streamed via udp port 8888 to Vlc mediaplayer in a .TS (transportstream)

step 1 : open device

step 2 :

set the BB Gain to the middle

step3: put mouse on the frequency slider and scroll then frequency up, waterfall active then.

Step 4: disable LDPC decoding like the picture

Step 5: set the correct symbolrate , 2000 ks for beacon , and Mueller and Muller Ted filter

Step 6: go 1 symbolrate down in symbolrate with the tiny arrow next to the value 2000ks ,
so 1999 ks in this case , then go again 1 symbolrate up , to 2000 ,look now under the
yellow waterfall ,in the center, the real actual symbolrate timingsymbolrate will be stabil
and 1999 , 2000, 1999, 2000 etc , so good timing...

step 7: first do no not enable carier recovery, disable carier recovery (not like picture)
move the loop damping slider full to right side (0.50000) loop gain to center

then go on to „enable“ carier recovery marked now , like the picture, wait intil you have
constellation
when constallation arrives , go quickly first back with the loop damping slider to totaly left
also reduce the loop gain to about a 2 to 3 value .
don‘t look to the constellation here , constallation gone , but settings are like it must be!
In this case set to 2.6 gain and finaly always damping left to lowest value left

step 8 : we have constallation , and now look in second window „dos“ whats the actual fec
value (always look for finding the transmitted fec here) so here it is QPSK 2/3

step 9: now first do nor enable yet ldpc decoding , choose 2/3 FEC
THEN GO ON TO ENABLE LDPC DECODING. So marked ...

Vlc mediaplayer procedure/handling
step 10: open vlc mediaplayer
go to media left up , then open networkstream

fill in the url adress :

UDP://@:8888

then press on play .......

Vlc running and showing beacon on qo-100
For al other lower symbolrate (1000,500,333,250) i use always mueller
and muller filter
Exept for 125 ks , which is sometimes hard to decode , i set the
bandwith to 1444000 , al the hiher symbolrate’s with normal 2400000
sample’s

When buffering is bad , try set in timing to ½ gain and 1/65536
The frequency from the transmitted signal must be always exactly in
center waterfall , keep that also in mind. Look to the thin line for
reference.

Good luck , nico on7ndr
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